BLOCKCHAIN – DATA
PROTECTION AND DIGITAL
TRANSPARENCY ALONG
A PRODUCTION CHAIN

Results
With the »AMable IDS-Connector App«, the owner of the
data can create digital transparency as needed. If he wants
to check himself or prove to a third party that his file has not
been tampered with, he will again generate a digital fingerprint and compare it with the fingerprint from the blockchain.
If both agree, proof of the author, time and content are

Task

provided all at once. This ensures the integrity of the data.
By implementing a blockchain to document data along the

From designing to delivering a product, inventors and creators

process chain, the EU project »AMable« demonstrates how to

generate a multitude of different data. In the course of a pro-

secure authorship, to comply with documentation and proof

duct evolution, however, information about both the author

obligations and not least to protect data against manipulation.

and file content is often lost at a given time such that details
cannot be reconstructed later. To safeguard data inventory

Applications

and its integrity, Fraunhofer ILT is developing a solution for
complete digital transparency along a production chain in the

The »AMable Blockchain« can be used as a basis to perform

»AMable« project.

a logging function in special areas of production as a trusted
system, thus ensuring manipulation security for process data.
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3

The development of the »AMable IDS-Connector App« based
on blockchain technology enables simple and tamper-proof
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documentation of data sets. The application uses hash
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algorithms to generate a digital fingerprint of a file and
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connects it to metadata such as the author’s identification.
This fingerprint, along with the metadata, is integrated into
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the chain as a block, setting the time and ownership of the
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block. To quickly integrate new blocks into the chain at low
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computational cost, the blockchain implementation is based
on Hyperledger and hosted at multiple independent entities.

3 Blockchain to secure the digital data chain.
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